Since the amount of unwanted E-mails still increases traditional solutions like software and appliances against SPAM
and viruses are no longer sufficient. CleanPort Managed E-Mail Security offers the most advanced solution of this
moment. CleanPort uses patented technology, and keeps on innovating by constantly adding newly developed
technology and techniques like Advanced Greylisting en HICAR (Heuristic Character Recognition) to the service.

Key Features
1.No need for investments in
hardware, software and labour
2. Set-up is very easy, as well
as working with our userfriendly interface
3. Adjustable at all levels;
domain, department and user
4. CleanPort operates at a safe
distance and keeps SPAM and
viruses away from your
organization’s network
5. The most advanced
technology with the heuristic
ProTAG en HICAR
6. Protects against new viruses
and SPAM by using heuristic
programs
7. Total control through the
MyAccount-interface over the
set-up, reports & statistics and
quarantine
8. Always the latest technology
and updates in real-time,
without having to pay extra
9. No set up costs, only the
minimal monthly costs per Email-user

Spam
Almost 90 % of all E-mail traffic consists of SPAM. This is not
only inconvenient, but it also decreases productivity of
employees within organizations. The ever increasing flow of
SPAM also requires a lot of server capacity. This causes extra
costs and can diminish the speed of the Email-traffic.
The danger of identity-theft due to SPAM also increases.
Criminals try to get hold of personal log-in codes and passwords
by sending Email imitating the corporate identity of companies,
such as banks.
Viruses
A virus encoded in an Email can penetrate your organization’s
network. Once inside, it can shut down entire networks, and as
a result frustrate the output of the organization. This does not
only affect your own productivity, but also that of your clients.
With all the consequences for your companies reputation.
Unwanted Content
Sometimes an E-mail contains unwanted content or enclosures
like .mp3 or .exe-files. This might cause security problems, but it
also takes a lot of disk space on your server

10. The MyAccount- interface
can be adjusted to your
corporate identity

How it works
CleanPort is not software, but a patented Managed Service. Therefore CleanPort is not
installed on your desktop or network, but works by diverting your E-mail traffic to
CleanPort simply by redirecting the MX-record of your mail server. As a result your
Email is filtered and scanned by CleanPort at a safe distance from your company’s
network, while unwanted E-mail is quarantined, and the rest of the mail safely
delivered.
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